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Karen Talavera, CEO & Founder 
Synchronicity Marketing
Providing email marketing strategy, consulting, coaching, training 
and education since 2003

• Internationally-recognized email marketing thought-leader and expert
• Leading email marketing trainer and professional educator for the ANA, 

MarketingProfs, the DMA and eConsultancy
• Board Member of the Email Experience Council (EEC) 
• Member Women of Email, Only Influencers, Alley to the Valley
• Serving data-driven marketers and major brands such as:

About Your Instructor



Our Agenda (Morning)

1. Setting the Stage
The state of Email as a marketing channel

2. Creating a Channel Strategy
The blueprint for a winning program

3. The Psychology of Response
Motivating ACTION and Understanding Offers

4. Program Management, Deployment & Ops
Tools and processes for getting it done



Learning Objectives
1. To understand the impact and importance of email as a marketing 

channel 

2. Learn a framework for building a successful, holistic email program 
and essential campaigns that should be part of it

3. Understand what motivates response and how to apply those 
behavior-drivers to email

4. Gain knowledge of the creative approaches, message formats, and 
design techniques for creating email marketing messages with impact

5. To establish and understand the performance measurements 
meaningful to email marketing, and to learn how to measure email 
campaign and program performance to determine ROI and program 
value



To Maximize Your Experience

¨ Interactive
¤ but time for questions

¨ Quiet, Listen
¤ Little voice

¤ Devices

¨ Be Open to Hearing Anew



Setting the Stage: Email Today1



Source: The Radicati Group Email Statistics Report 2017-2021
https://www.radicati.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Email-Statistics-Report-2017-2021-Executive-Summary.pdf

Channel Size and Scale



¨ 3.7 Billion 
worldwide active 
internet users, 
nearly all have 
email

¨ Not having an 
email address is 
the digital 
equivalent of 
being homeless!

Source: Digital in 2017 Global Overview by Hootsuite

Global Use and Reach



Geographic Penetration

Source: Digital in 2017 Global Overview by Hootsuite



Email in the US: Fast Facts

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Email Primary Over Social
¨ Email is THE MOST 

PREVALENT digital 
point of contact

¨ It is THE digital 
channel consumers 
prefer for commercial 
messages

Source: https://optinmonster.com/email-
marketing-vs-social-media-performance-

2016-2019-statistics/



Marketing’s "Connective Tissue"

Complement/Supplement 
offline marketing 

(DR and MM)

Mobile, immediate device-
neutral communication 

channel

Push/Pull to Digital Content 
too rich for inbox (Web site, 

apps, social media)

Push to/Enable Online 
Transactions

Email



Thriving as a Marketing Channel

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Preferred Method of Contact

Source: https://blogs.adobe.com/conversations/2017/08/consumers-are-still-email-obsessed-but-theyre-finding-more-balance.html

Source: https://blogs.adobe.com/conversations/2017/08/consumers-are-still-email-obsessed-but-theyre-finding-more-balance.html



Email is the fine wine of digital marketing

Email is the fine wine of digital marketing!



PUSH DISPLAY SMS SOCIALEMAIL

Think of it this way . . .



Millennials Love It
¨ Contrary to popular belief, millennials DO use email for 

commercial, work and business reasons
¤ For personal messaging they use IM and social more 



“Millennials 
check email more 

than any other 
age group, and 

nearly half can’t 
even use the 

bathroom without 
checking it.”

Source: https://hbr.org/2015/11/email-is-the-best-way-to-reach-millennials





The Headlines Tell the Story



¨ Of all online 
and offline 
channels, 
marketers say 
email wins the 
ROI race 

The ROI Winner



Source: Email Marketing Industry Census 2016, eConsultancy

That’s a 
difference of 

575%

ROI rated “Excellent”



Source: Email Marketing Industry Census 2016, eConsultancy

ROI rated “excellent” or ”good”



Marketers believe this will continue

Source: 2017 State of Email Report, Litmus

Source: 2017 State of Email Report, Litmus



Source: Email and eCRM Statistics January 2017, Econsultancy

. . . With ongoing optimism



Other Reasons We Love Email

¨ What 
marketers and 
brands 
consider 
email’s 
greatest 
benefits

Source: Smart Insights research with Get Response
https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Influence of Email

Source: http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/marketingsherpa-survey-of-consumer-attitudes-towards-email-marketing-
reveals-strong-preference-for-email-compared-with-all-other-communications-300029767.html

Seven in 10 U.S. adults have made purchases 
influenced by a company's email



Performance Is Still Improving

¨ Email marketing 
has dominated 
in the digital 
space for over a 
decade and is 
delivering 
continuous 
improvement 
to this day

Source: Ascend2 2017 State of Email Marketing Survey



Recent Trends

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Highest Engagement

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/

¨ Of all digital channels, 
email delivers the best 
engagement. Why?
¤ Message length, detail, 

imagery
¤ Long shelf life
¤ Private
¤ Content is hyper-

personalized, customized



Strategy: Blueprint for a Winning Program

The strategic mindset and approach for 
developing a holistic email program
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Let’s Start with Mindset

¨ Mindset over Skillset!
¤ Just as important as knowing the “what” and 

“how” of improving email marketing is knowing 
the “why”



Nurture budding 
relationships

Segment and 
personalize

Sell by Way of 
Serving First

Conversation vs. 
Broadcast

Think “Long Term 
Relationship”

Today’s Mindset for Email Success



Marketing Evolved; Did Your Email?



¨ One-way communication
¨ One-size-fits-all messaging

¤ Broadcast vs. conversational
¨ Little or no segmentation 
¨ Creating demand more 

important than creating value
¨ Primary intent: sell vs. serve

The Old School



¨ Two-way communication
¨ Opportunity for dialog
¨ Segmented messaging in which 

content, tone and offers vary by 
customer life cycle stage with brand

¨ Centered on creating long-term value, 
relationships and loyalty

¨ Primary intent: 
Sell by way of serving

The New School



Consumer 
Time & 

Attention Span

Email Volume & 
Channel 

Engagement

Key to the Inbox: ENGAGEMENT



Be 
Audience 
Centric

Choice 
& 

Control

Listen & 
Respond

Deepen 
Trust

Surprise 
& 

Delight

But How? 



The DR Fundamentals Apply



Email: It’s Still Marketing

1 ••Know what triggers the customer journey

2 ••Know the path to purchase

3 ••Know what encourages the journey

4 ••Know what discourages or stalls the journey



Three Strategic Approaches
¨ Map Email to:

Customer Journey

Lifecycle Stage

Marketing 
Objectives



Channel Strategy:
A Blueprint for Success



Like an Architect, We Need a Plan
¨ Specific Function

¨ Amusement

¨ Utility

¨ Infrastructure

¨ Foundation



Variety is the Spice of Life

¨ People become immune to and ignore repetition
¨ Both predictability and unpredictability are effective; 

each is appropriate for different communications
¨ Over promoting is self- vs. audience-serving

¤ Content “sells by way of serving”

¨ 1:1 messaging gets personal, and personal stands out 
in a crowded inbox

¨ Variety increases utility



1:1	PERSONAL

Email Success Blueprint

High

Low

Low

High

ENGAGERS

INFORMATIONAL

PROMOTIONAL

FOUNDATION

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1



1:1	PERSONAL

Email Success Blueprint

ENGAGERS

INFORMATIONAL

PROMOTIONAL

FOUNDATION

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1



Performance Stats by Type

¨ The higher up the 
pyramid you go, 
the more 
segmented and 
responsive your 
audience, and the 
stats prove it!

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Level 1: Foundational

¨ Purpose
¤ Communication baseline: maintain 

channel relationship
¤ Create CONTINUITY
¤ Umbrella messages if higher 

volume is a challenge
n Foundational programs reinforce 

and establish intentional 
redundancy with your single-subject 
messages



Level 1: Foundational

¨ Defining Characteristics
¤ Low Segmentation (usually sent to entire list or broad 

segments)
¤ Wide content and topical range, but organized
¤ Regular, predictable schedule important!

n Weekly or MINIMUM once a month
n Issue date, month or other identification included

¤ Content vs. promotion-centric



Level 1: Foundational

¨ Types
¤ Newsletters
¤ Bulletins
¤ Company Announcements
¤ Community News
¤ New Product Intros
¤ New Feature Alerts
¤ Holiday Greetings



Level 1: Foundational Examples
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Level 2: Promotional

¨ Purpose
¤ Directly or indirectly generate revenue
¤ Raise awareness of merchandise, 

products, and services available
¤ Encourage use or trial 
¤ Expand share of wallet



Level 2: Promotional

¨ Defining Characteristics
¤ Urgency

¤ Brevity

¤ Clear CTA

¤ Price-and-offer-centric

¤ Event Marketing

¤ Holiday & Seasonal



Level 2: Promotional

¨ Types
¤ Direct selling
¤ Sales, Discounts, Close-outs
¤ Coupons (to stimulate purchase 

especially offline)
¤ Limited-time/quantity offers 

(e.g. flash sales)
¤ Membership or Subscription offers
¤ Free or limited trial



Level 2: Promotional Examples
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Level 3: Informational
¨ Purpose

¤ Build relationships over time
¤ Progress audience into deeper relationships by 

informing, teaching, serving prior to sale
¤ Create KLT (Know, Like, Trust) Factor
¤ Leverage content developed for other places
¤ Create breaks from promotional messaging

n Don’t be “the friend who only calls when you 
need something”!



Level 3: Informational

¨ Defining Characteristics
¤ Usually a series (or “drip”) campaign
¤ May or may not come on a predictable, regular 

schedule
¤ Always more in it for receiver vs. sender
¤ Selling by way of serving first
¤ Content-centric

n Video is huge – leverage if you have it



Level 3: Informational

¨ Types
¤ Promote Content for

n Lead nurturing
n Driving to other channels
n Maintaining engagement between 

promotional periods

¤ Product-related education
¤ New user/system training
¤ “How-to” series
¤ Affinity/Value-add Content



What Is Content Marketing?
¨ Giving away something valuable in order 

to sell something related 

¨ Creating and distributing relevant and 
valuable content to attract, acquire, and 
engage a clearly defined and understood 
target audience - with the objective of 
driving profitable customer action

¨ Requires somewhat of a “media company”
mindset to do it successfully



¨ Can be 
¤ Behaviorally-driven

n Given several category or product choices, 
where do subscribers click? What pages do 
they visit? Products do they sell/buy?

¤ Contextually-driven
n What do you know about them (where they 

live) to make content more relevant?

¤ Interest-driven
n If you have a robust preferences center, use 

subscriber choices to drive content as in this 
example

Content Marketing



Level 3: Informational Examples
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Level 4: Engagers
¨ Purpose

¤ Reactivate
¤ Entertain, amuse, involve
¤ Collect feedback and input
¤ Further develop a conditioned pattern of response to 

low-commitment actions (like taking a survey) to reduce 
resistance to high-commitment actions (like buying)

¤ Pattern-interrupt from promotional AND content-heavy 
email



Level 4: Engagers

¨ Defining Characteristics
¤ Extremely audience-focused
¤ Often leverage interaction in 

complementary channels, 
specifically social media

¤ Lower-commitment and faster 
response than content

¤ Experience-centric



Level 4: Engagers

¨ 4 Main Types
n Educational: Interactive 

learning, webinars, training
n Entertainment (gamification): 

quizzes, games, fun 
n Feedback-oriented: Surveys, 

ratings requests, polls, voting, 
reviews

n Reward-Driven: Sweepstakes, 
contests, prize drawings



Level 4: Engager Examples
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Level 5: 1-to-1 Personal

¨ Purpose 
¤ Respond to specific recipient behavior, lack 

of behavior, or personal characteristics
¤ Stimulate action at the individual level 
¤ Reach right person at right time
¤ Recognize key personal milestones 

(customer anniversary, birthday, 
expire/renew dates, re-order intervals, etc.)



Most Effective Tactics

Source: Ascend2 2017 State of Email Marketing Survey

¨ Message 
personalization 
is the most 
effective 
practice, used 
by half of 
marketing 
influencers



The Payoff of Personalization

¨ An increase in the 
use of marketing 
automation and 
personalization are 
accounting for 
more email sent 
and better 
response

Source: https://websitebuilder.org/resources/119-facts-you-dont-know-about-email-marketing/



Level 5: 1-to-1 Personal

¨ Defining Characteristics
¤ Personalized (by name or other data attributes)
¤ Dynamically-customized content
¤ Audience of one
¤ Deployed using automation, AI, or rules-based 

marketing
n Triggers can be behavior, date, action or inaction

¤ Low volume, highest response



Behavior Empowers 
¨ The ability to track behavior and use it to send “the right 

message at the right time” – such as browse or cart 
abandonment recovery campaigns – is where the $$ is



Power of Timing



Level 5: 1-to-1 Personal
¨ Types

§ Welcome 
§ Onboarding 
§ Abandonment Recovery (buy/browse)
§ Anniversary or Birthday
§ Cross-sell/Up-sell
§ Next Product Recommendation
§ Thank You/Bounce-back
§ Product/Subscription Replenishment
§ Expire Notice/Renew
§ Loyalty/Frequency Program Status



Impact of Welcome Emails
¨ Using email to begin and build customer 

relationships pays huge dividends



GOOD Welcome Emails
¨ Encourage the 

new subscriber 
to make their first 
purchase or buy 
again, called 
“onboarding”



Level 5: 1-to-1 Personal Examples
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In B2C We Know It Works



The Ultimate
¨ Personalization Automation

¤ Individualized email
n The ultimate in customized 

content, both in email and on 
landing page

n I feel special!!! (and am given 
useful relevant info)

n Example: Delta Airlines 2017 year-
end SkyMiles loyalty program 
summary





What Next?

¨ Map campaigns by both pyramid level and target 
audience/segment

¨ Identify both gaps and existing programs

¤ Which campaigns should be sent to:
n Leads/prospects?
n New customers/first-time buyers?
n Existing customers?
n Defecting or inactive customers?

¨ Do for each brand or segment separately

¨ Visually Graph Existing and Needed New Campaigns



Example Program Planning Matrix



Then Prioritize



How Do You Prioritize?

¨ Revenue Opportunity or ROI

¨ Ease of Operational Deployment
¤ Systems – am I equipped to do now? Will my ESP handle?

¤ Data – do we have? What will it take to get?

¨ Level of Effort (Resource-Intensiveness)
¤ Creative and Content

¤ Time

¤ Approval process

¤ Load balancing

¤ Staff

¨ Suggested Criteria



BREAK



The Psychology of Response

Motivating action and understanding offers
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What Motivates Response in 
Today’s Cluttered Digital 

World?



Let’s Start with Psychology
¨ Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs:

“We need to satisfy our most basic needs 
before attempting to satisfy more sophisticated 
needs"

¨ Based on Humanistic Psychology
¤ The belief that every person has a strong desire 

to realize his/her full potential
¤ People are not just blindly reacting to situations, 

but striving to improve themselves or accomplish 
something greater

Abraham Maslow
1908-1970 



Maslow’s Pyramid
¨ Which level of 

need do your 
products or 
services
satisfy - from 
both practical 
and 
emotional 
standpoints?



Key Take-Aways
¨ You can’t control the level of any single person at any 

given time
¤ But you may be able to influence progression, and we all want 

to move up

¨ Try to learn where you audience wants to go, and 
message to that level

¨ Movement between levels can be bi-directional
¤ Ideally people move upward, but distinct events can cause 

regression (temporary or permanent)



Creating Resonance Matters
¨ If your audience can’t connect, they’re indifferent

¨ If they’re indifferent, they won’t respond
¤ “Hate is not the opposite of love, indifference is”

¨ Connections can be positive or negative
¤ Resonance is a feeling of alignment, harmony and empathy and 

can be achieved by tapping into positive OR negative emotions



••Authenticity
••Transparency
••Personality
••Community

Emotional

••Facts (Information)
••Education (Learning)
••Curiosity (Q&A)
••Proof

Intellectual

How to Resonate? Two Ways



¨ Which is stronger – emotional or 
intellectual resonance?

(Be prepared to defend your answer)



¨ We may think we use our superior intellects to make 
commitment decisions, yet the reality is:

People 
Respond from 
Emotion

And Justify with 
Reason

Emotion Trumps Intellect!



But Why?
¨ Emotions are innate and instinctive, existing 

before the brain, mind and ego develop
¨ In a reality where we’re faced with hundreds 

of decisions per day, emotions serve as a 
built-in “guidance system” which activates 
prior to intellect
¤ When making decisions we’ve made before, 

we may draw on memory and intellect
¤ In the absence of memory or prior learning, 

we call on our feelings for guidance



Understanding Emotions
¨ Robert Plutchik 

(1927-2006) was a 
psychologist that 
created this “Wheel 
of Emotions”

¨ Any emotion can be 
expressed with 
varying degrees of 
intensity

MOSTLY 
POSITIVE

MOSTLY 
NEGATIVE



Positive

Negative Emotion Tactic
Fear/Alarm/Worry Scarcity, Loss
Anger/Annoyance/Disgust Outrage
Sadness/Grief Pity
Distraction/Interest Interruption, Mystery
Safety/Security Education & Information
Anticipation/Hope Curiosity, Advance Notice
Trust Social Proof, Story
Appreciation/Gratitude Rewards, Inclusion, Invitation
Amazement/Wonder/Surprise Delight, Spontaneity
Joy/Happiness/Love Exclusivity, Gifts

Emotions & Response Tactics



Alarm
¨ City National Bank

uses an alarming subject line 
“Prepare Financially for a 
Natural Disaster” and image 
to spark alarm

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Fear
¤ Worry
¤ Panic

96



97

¨ WebMD
has a wide array of 
content which can spark 
either negative or 
positive reactions. Here 
they go for the more 
negative

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Disgust
¤ Curiosity
¤ Worry

Anger, Annoyance, Disgust



98

¨ Charity:Water
leverages a real-life sad 
story to convey the impact 
one person can have on a 
cause and inspire 
subscribers to action

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Loss
¤ Empathy
¤ Promise

Sadness or Grief



¨ Vail Resorts
uses price escalation and date deadlines 
to create scarcity
¤ subject line: “Karen, last chance to save 

over 35% compared to lift tickets!”

¨ Types of limiters
¤ Time

¤ Quantity

¤ Price

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ “FOMO”

99

Scarcity



100

¨ Silver Oak
uses urgency in the 
subject line to grab 
attention, then sustains 
interest with a hero 
image that creates 
desire and a question.

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Distraction
¤ Anticipation

Interruption



Curiosity
¨ Wines Till Sold Out (WTSO)

relies on mystery plus a very limited 
promotion period (3 hours) to provoke 
curiosity, grab attention and stimulate 
desire
¤ Also capitalizes on Valentine’s Day as a 

secondary motivator

¨ SL: Ready To Find The Red Of Your 
Dreams?

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Urgency

¤ Surprise & Delight 101101



Safety & Security
¨ American Express Merchant 

Services
creates confidence, comfort, 
and minimizes concerns 
about payment fraud and 
mobile payment security with 
educational content

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Trust
¤ Confidence

102



¨ Cakebreak Cellars
combines community 
involvement with a shipping 
promotion to stimulate business 
and support Napa after last 
year’s fires
¤ Subject line: Cakebread Cellars: 

Moving Forward Together

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Credibility, Relief

103

Build Trust



Create Anticipation
¨ Wines Till Sold Out

is masterful at creating buzz 
for their various wine 
marathons; this one was 
right after black Friday

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Excitement
¤ Inclusion
¤ Appreciation

104



Express Appreciation
¨ Northstar resort (near Tahoe) 

rewards a booking with an 
incentive to “bounce back” again
¤ Exclusive offer only for customers 

who met date or $ purchase 
criteria

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Trust
¤ Appreciation



¨ Expedia targets best 
customers with ”private 
deals” and special offers
¤ Customer buy/browse 

behavior qualifies for 
exclusivity – they are 
paying attention

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Surprise
¤ Superiority

106

Surprise and Delight



Show Some Love
¨ Hilton reaches back to loyalty 

program members who missed 
an offer deadline with a 
message of consolation and a 
consolation offer

¨ Dominant Emotions:
¤ Appreciation
¤ Sympathy
¤ Affection



Program Management, Deployment & Ops4



Email Marketing Provider Landscape

¨ It’s incredibly varied and 
competitive
¤ SaaS platforms (ESPs)

n Enterprise Level
n Mid-market
n Self-serve/small biz

¤ Agencies
¤ Big Data Companies
¤ Consultants

Email	
Database	&	
List Owners

Self-
Serve/Small	
Biz	ESPs

List	Brokers	
&	Managers

Agencies	&	
Consultants

Enterprise	
Level	ESPs	
and	MA Mid

Market	
ESPs

?
Value-Added	
Services	(i.e.	

Litmus)



Email Platform Criteria

¨ Don’t sacrifice ease-of-
use and customer 
support for price!

¨ Platform agility and 
features WILL affect your 
day-to-day ability to get 
email out the door

Agility

Creative 
Editor/Feat

ures

Data & List  
Manage-

ment

Automation

Visual 
Campaign 
Setup & 

Workflows

Testing 
Capabilities

Built in 
Compliance

Reporting 
and 

Response 
Analysis



Vendor Selection Checklist
Deliverability & Authentication Support

Reliability & Reputation

Usability: Easy User Interface

Email Automation & Triggered Messaging Capability

Integration with CRM or other systems

Scalability

Customer Service/Support



List

Offer

CreativeSending

Tracking/
Metrics

Someone Needs to Own . . .



1.  List

••Take Inventory:
••Data warehousing
••Database management/segmentation ability

••Subscribe/unsubscribe process

••Assign Responsibility:
••New additions/preference gathering
••Frequency controls
••Suppression (opt-out) file
••Email address correction
••Overall list hygiene

Responsbility #1



2.  Offer

••Take Inventory:
••Past successes and failures
••Proven tactics (“offer stable”)
••Life-stage specific offers
••Partner/affiliate offers
••Legal terms and conditions

••Assign Responsibility:
••Map offers by objective
••Map offers by customer life-stage
••Offer approval
••Retired offers
••Offer progression

Responsibility #2



3.  Creative
••Take Inventory:

••Copy
••Subject lines
••HTML layouts/templates
••Images/art
••Video/audio
••Landing page development
••Administrative functions/boilerplate language

••Assign Responsibility:
••Design & graphic standards compliance
••Copywriting
••HTML coding
••Proofing (including technical/link tests)

Responsibility #3



4.  Deployment

••Take Inventory:
••Delivery system or services provider
••System for processing/managing undeliverables

••Authenticated?
••Reputation score

••Assign Responsibility:
••Service bureau oversight
••Frequency rules
••Bounce processing working as intended
••Authentication
••Reputation management

Responsibilty #4



How many unique segments will you deploy? 

Will you send each segment as a separate campaign, or 
as a portion of one campaign?
On which date(s) and specifically during which time of 
day will you send your campaign?
How many times will you attempt to re-send undeliverable 
messages?

How will you handle undeliverables (bounces)?

Are you using authentication or any form of email 
accreditation?

Sending & Delivery Checklist



5.  Tracking, Measurement & Analysis

••Take Inventory:
••Response tracking capability (delivered, opens, clicks, etc.)
••Reporting

••Analysis/comparison system
••Past performance benchmarks/history

••Assign Responsibility:
••Campaign response measurement
••Key metrics/performance indicators
••Program analysis
••ROI analysis

Responsbility #5



••Follow-
Up

••When

••What••Who

QC: Essential Before Sending!



••A successful program feels more like a two-way 
conversation than a “blast” or broadcastConverse vs. Blast

••Leverage marketing automation to trigger 
customized, “sense-and-respond” campaignsIntelligent Automation

••Separate content into smaller chunks; don’t 
“stuff” emails, leverage content assets

Strategically Use 
Content

••Advance-plan series and sequences including  
branching tracks, initiation- and end-pointsBe Intentional

Summary



Site/Blog: www.SynchronicityMarketing.com

Email:         karen@SynchronicityMarketing.com

Facebook:   www.facebook.com/SynchronicityMarketing

LinkedIn:     www.linkedin.com/in/KarenTalavera

Twitter:       @SyncMarketing

Phone:        561.738.5138

THANK YOU! QUESTIONS?
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